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Abstract - With the development of virtual reality VR following gaming technology, human-computer interaction 
has been a hot topic of research. Motion sensing and hand tracking are some of the most trending fields of 
advancements in VR technology. In this paper, we have focused our study on a VR RHYTHM GAME called BEAT 
SABER, which uses motion-sensing technology for the interaction of the player within the game. It is a game in 
which the player has to slice the incoming cubes or blocks in the given direction with the help of two lightsabers. 
The cubes are placed on the beats of the song using a beat map. The position of the blocks coming towards the 
player is decided using machine learning algorithms comprising vectors. We will see how the beat map works and 
how VR motion capture works per the game. 

Keywords – Motion Capture, Beat map, VR, Degrees of Freedom, Gesture Recognition 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Rhythmic coordination is a very integral part of our lives which is involved in higher cognitive tasks like dancing and 
performing music. Rhythm can also help people to rehabilitate suffering from disorders like Parkinson's disease and 
moving into the beat can help to recover and rejuvenate from bad health. Now with the advancements in technology 
VR can be used to provide this facility. VR (Virtual reality) is a 3-D environment where the user is immersed into a 
virtual world created by a computer system to virtually experience the world through sensory stimuli. By simulating 
as many senses as possible like visual, hearing, haptics, or even smell the computer is transferred into a boundary 
to this virtual world. The only barriers to this imaginary experience are the availability of content and cheap 

Figure 1 Image Source - TY - THES AU - Luc, Ronald PY - 2020/07/20 
T1 - DeepSaber: Deep Learning for high dimensional choreography 
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computing power. Users taking part in Virtual reality rely on HMD or the Head-mounted display which is a helmet-
type device, used to immerse the player into the imaginary world using stereoscopic rendering, wide field of view, 
and head orientation tracking.  

A rhythm game is a type of game in which the player has to move following the music.  

So using VR in such a game takes the form of hitting objects or the notes or the blocks that are flying towards the 
player, using hand tools or so-called the saber. The name of the game itself suggests this ideology, 'BEAT SABER'. 
The way blocks are generated and placed in the virtual environment affects the extent of entertainment user 
generates in the game. The more difficulty is chosen in the game the more blocks come flying towards the user and 
hence more blocks are placed on the beats of the song.  

A simple but tedious way of this block generation is to manually place the blocks on the beats of the song performed 
by a human designer. These placements can either be done using the official beat saber level editor tool which can 
be accessed in-game. The level editor simply breaks through a song following the high and low beats and gives us 
the waveform of the songs. Now the designer has to select the difficulty for which he has to map the song and as 
per the difficulty level selected the level editor changes the beats at which the blocks can be placed. After that, the 
designer places the blocks on the beats. There are many other software's through which we can do this task. One 
such software which is most used by the designers is ChroMapper Editor.  

II. METHODOLOGY 

So the ChroMapper UI looks as shown in the image.  Before starting the ChroMapper we need to analyze some basics 
of a song. Any beat saber song mapper would work on a value known as BPM which is Beats per minute.  

BPM means that a particular note value is specified as a beat, and using this note value specific beats must be played 
per minute. So taking any song we need to first know about its BPM value. To know a BPM value we can either 
search over the internet about the specific song, or we can simply calculate using the free BPM calculator available 
online. 

After knowing the BPM we can simply start our application and import the song, this is a step where we need to 
input our BPM value along with the BPM we need to give offset value which is just the time in milliseconds at which 
the song will start. Now as soon as we import the song the waveform of the song will be generated and shown to 
the user's screen. 
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Now this classification and data cleaning of the waveform can be done in python using a couple of different libraries. 
This process is known as Music Information Retrieval (MIR). 

 

 

III. MUSIC INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 

We here have used a python library called libROSA which is used to provide the building blocks of generating a music 
retrieval system. To understand the MIR concept we need to first learn about some concepts of music.  

Amplitude – It is the measure of the height of a wave. It can be defined with the loudness of a song or the maximum 
displacement of vibrating particles of the medium from their mean position when the sound is produced. Smaller 
amplitude means that the sound is feeble and vice versa. To plot such a graph we can run this command, 

import librosa 

import librosa.display   

amplitude, sr = librosa.load("/content/drive/MyDrive/toss a coin.mp3")   

librosa.display.waveplot(amplitude, sr=sr) 

Figure 2 ChroMapper UI 
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With this code we can get the amplitude-time plot of the song, we have used the song TOSS A COIN TO YOUR 

WITCHER. 

As we can see the songs seem to be noisy in terms of oscillations of amplitude and from the beat saber point of view 
these signals are quite complex. So now let's apply Fourier transform to this song. Fourier transform is the principle 
that is used to decompose complex signals in combination with multiple signals. It converts a signal into individual 
separate spectral components which provide frequency information of the signal. In simple words, we will plot the 
song according to the frequency of the song.  

To get such a graph we can run this command in python, 

# Build the Fourier transform  

X = librosa.stft(amplitude)   

# Apply a conversion from raw amplitude to decibel  

Xdb = librosa.amplitude_to_db(abs(X))   

# Build a spectrogram  

librosa.display.specshow(Xdb, sr=sr, x_axis="time", y_axis="hz") 

Compiling and running this code we get a frequency-time graph, 

 

Observing this graph we can see that the graph seems to be very noisy. Now if we dig up more and clean this graph 
to get the vocals only, using the code, 
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onset_env = lr.onset.onset_strength(y, sr=sr) 

tempo = lr.beat.tempo(onset_envelope=onset_env, sr=sr) 

print(tempo) 

tempo = np.asscalar(tempo) 

# Plot on a BPM axis.  We skip the first (0-lag) bin. 

plt.figure(figsize=(8,4)) 

plt.semilogx(freqs[1:], lr.util.normalize(ac)[1:],label='Onset autocorrelation', basex=2) 

plt.axvline(tempo, 0, 1, color='r', alpha=0.75, linestyle='--

',label='Tempo: {:.2f} BPM'.format(tempo)) 

plt.xlabel('Tempo (BPM)') 

plt.grid() 

plt.title('Static tempo estimation') 

plt.legend(frameon=True) 

plt.axis('tight') 

plt.show() 

After running the above code we can get a graph showing the vocals only, 

From the above graph, we can infer that our song has a BPM of 103.36. Now the graph looks clearer and hence we 
can see how the frequency of vocals is. These are the notes at which the blocks can be placed in the game. We can 
also deep more now to get the spectrogram which will give us insights into the song. 

D = librosa.stft(y)  # STFT of y 

S_db = librosa.amplitude_to_db(np.abs(D), ref=np.max) 

fig, ax = plt.subplots() 

img = librosa.display.specshow(S_db, x_axis='time', y_axis='linear', ax=ax) 

fig.colorbar(img, ax=ax, format="%+2.f dB") 
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Running this code we can get a result like, 

This is the most precise spectrogram which shows all the high and low notes of the song. A spectrogram is a visual 
way of representing the loudness or the signal strength of the song at various frequencies. This is the most accurate 
parameter which can be used while mapping the songs for beat saber. 

IV. BLOCK TYPES 

Now that we have seen how the songs are visualized and how the blocks can be placed according to the different 
parameters of a song, we will now see what all objects can be placed inside the game.  

There are main 4 types of objects that can be placed in the virtual level, which are,  

1) Directional blocks – which must be sliced in the direction of the arrow shown on the block 
2) Dot blocks – which can be hit in any direction 
3) Bombs – which need to be avoided by the player that causes damage, and reduce the score 
4) Walls – which damages the player but won’t reduce score or damage the saber. They are needed to be 

dodged by moving our body in the opposite side of the direction in which the walls come. 

Now according to the difficulty, the designers wish to design the song for, the blocks are distributed by keeping the 
same information in mind. Here the images give the illustration of how the placements of the block. 

 

 

Figure 3 shows the improper placements of blocks. While mapping out the songs the first thing to verify is that the 
waveform in the editor is perfectly linked with the major lines of the editor track, which we can see in the image, 
not lined up. These songs need to set starting offsets and also have the wrong BPM. While figure 4 is perfectly lined 
up and the blocks are also placed in a good manner. Now the question arises, what are the good practices to place 
the block? 

 

Figure 4 Image Source - https://bsmg.wiki/mapping/basic-
mapping.html#timing-rhythm 

 

Figure 3Image Source - https://bsmg.wiki/mapping/basic-
mapping.html#double-directionals-resets 
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V. PLACEMENTS OF BLOCK 

Figure 6 is an example of bad placements as all the blocks are continuously placed to be sliced in the same direction. 
This makes the player very difficult to cut the continuous same-direction blocks. While figure 5 shows the good 
placements, where the blocks are placed according to the direction and position vector where the hand might move 
after cutting the first block. After a down block, practically our hand will move in an upward direction and hence the 
block is also placed in the upward direction, which assists the player, to effortlessly slice through the blocks. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Some placements are needed to be avoided while mapping which are known as the forbidden patterns, which are, 

1. Handclaps - pointing blocks at each other may cause the player to collide their controller into each other 
while playing which might put the hardware at risk. 

  Figure 7 Image Source - https://bsmg.wiki/mapping/basic-mapping.html#double-directionals-resets 

2. Hammer hits – Pointing any directional block toward a bomb on the same plane, will also explode the bomb 
and the score might be reduced.  

  Figure 8 Image Source - https://bsmg.wiki/mapping/basic-mapping.html#double-directionals-resets 

Figure 5 Image Source - https://bsmg.wiki/mapping/basic-
mapping.html#timing-rhythm 

 

Figure 6 Image Source - https://bsmg.wiki/mapping/basic-
mapping.html#double-directionals-resets 
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3. Rapid wall dodge – while placing walls it must force players to move their heads very quickly from one side 
to the other. Remember the game is beat saber, not wall saber. 

  Figure 9 Image Source - https://bsmg.wiki/mapping/basic-mapping.html#double-directionals-resets 

VI. VR 

Before getting into the details on how the VR works in beat saber, we first need to understand what is VR and a few 
other terms. VR (Virtual Reality) is a technology that is generated by the computer simulation system. It simulates 
the virtual space where a player can be immersed in a whole different imaginary world and can perform interactive 
activities related to visual and auditory perceptions. VR has three distinct characteristics: interaction, immersion, 
and imagination. Interaction as the word itself suggests the association of the player within an imaginary world. 
Immersion means that the player feels that he is a part of an imaginary world as if he is immersed in it.  

Imaginations refer to the use of multi-dimensional perceptions provided by the VR to acquire the same feelings of 
the real world along with acquiring the realistically imaginary feelings which are not acquired in the real world. 
Having this VR technology, it is now accessible for us to use our gestures also known as hand tracking to be used 
inside the imaginary world to interact with the objects in it. As our game BEAT SABER is a VR game that uses hand 
tracking and motion tracking to a great extent, we needed to find out how this tracking is done in real-time.  

VII. WORKING OF VR 

Motion tracking is the process of virtualizing the movements done by the player to be used in the computer software. 
Without motion-tracking VR is just a normal headset. Being able to interact with the virtual objects in the virtual 
environment motion tracking is a great need. To understand how an object can move in the 3-D space, one concept 
of DoF (Degree of freedom) needs to be understood. 

So the DoF refers to the freedom of a rigid body to move inside space.  There are in total 6 degrees of freedom. 
Three correspond to the rotational movement i.e. movement around x, y, z axes, commonly known as pitch yaw roll. 

   Image Source - https://www.roadtovr.com/introduction-positional-tracking-degrees-freedom-dof/ 
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The other three are generalized as to translational movement along these axes, which can be thought of as moving 
backward, forward, left, right, up, and down. 

   Image Source - https://www.roadtovr.com/introduction-positional-tracking-degrees-freedom-dof/ 

Any possible movement of a rigid body no matter how complex it may be can be expressed with the combinations 
of these 6 DoF. 

The Virtual reality technology works on the 6 DoF system to track the position as well as the gestures of the player. 
An Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) is an electronic device that captures the velocity, position, and gravitational 
force of a rigid body using a combination of sensors. This IMU is used in the positional tracking of a rigid body in VR, 
which makes the VR possible to measure and report all the 6 DoF. 

Now there are two different applications that support the tracking of movement:  

a) Optical Tracking  
b) Non-optical tracking 

Optical tracking is where a motion capturing device is used to track the movements of any individual. In this 
application, the system tracks the position of markers in the 3-D space and compiles the data into an approximation 
of the player's movement. These markers are placed on the key positions of the body like the joints, face, fingers, 
legs, and whatever part of the body that is needed to be tracked. These markers are then captured by the cameras 
which catch the subtle as well as complex movements. Once the movements are captured, the motion of the player 
then is mapped on a virtual skeleton, creating the virtual character to have movements more realistically. 

 

   Image Source - https://3dcoil.grupopremo.com/blog/motion-tracking-mobile/ 
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Non-optical tracking makes use of microscopic electromechanical sensors that are installed in the hardware or 
attached to the body of a player to measure and track the movements of the player. These sensors are generally 
gyroscope sensors, magnetometers, and accelerometers. The person being tracked is required to have handheld 
motion capturing devices that have these sensors in them, along with, an HMD that has trackers on them. These 
trackers are then captured by the Camera or the imaging device and hence the motions are then digitized in 
computer software. 

 

We have used Sony's PlayStation Virtual reality headset for this. So PSVR is Sony's virtual reality system that works 
with the PlayStation console and uses non-optical tracking. It is similar to many other VR devices available in the 
market like the HTC Vive or the Oculus Rift. This PSVR has a processor unit to handle 3D audio processing and other 
background tasks, which is located between the VR headset and the television.  

One of the most important features of VR is head tracking which allows users to look around in the virtual 
environment. PSVR accomplishes this with the use of a PlayStation Camera which has the capabilities of tracking 
LEDs that are on the surface of the PSVR headset. These LEDs emit infrared light that is captured by the sensors on 
the camera. Along with the camera, there are motion controllers also available in the market for VR headsets. For 
the PSVR they are called the PlayStation Move Controllers which also emit the infrared light that is captured by PS 
Camera. 

 

VIII. PSVR TRACKING 

The PSVR uses a single camera to track the movements of handheld move controllers via visible light. But the camera 
can track the movements only if it is in its FOV (field of view).  

    Image Source - https://jobsimulatorgame.com/psvrfaq/ 
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As shown in the figure the player needs to stay at least 5.5ft away from the camera while being in an area of 7ft 
which is the FOV of the PSVR camera. 

Now after wearing the VR headset a player must calibrate the VR with the sensing camera. This concept of re-
centering means to align the player to his origin, but while being in the absolute center of the FOV. This can be done 
by calibrating the current position of the HMD relative to the camera on the Y-axis and then using the player's height 
to calculate the Distance of HMD from the ground and use to this to calculate the height of the camera from the 
ground. This gives the absolute spatial calibration of the player. 

After the player has been calibrated by the PSVR the motion-sensing comes into the picture. Motion recognition 
consists of three layers which are – detection, tracking, and recognition. The primary step which is the detection 
extracts the visual data produced by the hand within the camera's view.  

It is influenced by image segmentation such as colour, shape, motion for improved accuracy. After detecting the 
location of the hand, the tracked data segment the hand regions frame-by-frame. This mechanism also ensures each 
movement is captured with accuracy. In the last step, that is recognition, the aim is to interpret the semantics that 
the hand location of posture conveys. The logic of the last step is grouping the extracted data to find patterns.  

So in this way whenever a player will move his hand in the direction given on the block to slice it, the motion of the 
hand is captured by the camera and processed in the game, which results in the perfect slicing of the block. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

We have explained the mechanics involved in the Beat Saber game. Be it the generation of blocks according to the 
beats of the music, how the music is explored to get the waveform and how the VR technology works in the game. 
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